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This is a rogiress renort describing a technique for evaluating the
visual alertress of huotmns. This technique utilizes a transistorized EEG
anslyzer consistinj; of r," automatic signal level control, a number of paralieled
active bandvas5 filterv, and a switching arrangemti,* rn allow modification Li
bandp6&,s characteriystics by the user. The output of the analyzer consists of
four D.C. signals, -tile voltage of each being proportional to the EEG activity
within the variable frequency bands selectcl by the experimenter. This evalua-
tion of viyual alertness trivolves monitoring these four analyzer outputs while
the subject peivfrms routine designed Lo provide alpha suppression.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery in 1870 by Richard Cat-,, (5) of electrical activity
originating in the exposed brain of a dog, and hans Be 'ger's (3) studies of
similar voltages present on the bcalp of mar .n 1928, . variet, of attempts have
been made to extrac meaningful iaformatior rom this ilectri-l activ y. Ihe
apparently warranted assumption which sat be made before undertaking any method
of analysis, from simple subjective interpretation to complex computer analysis,

is that some correlation exists between the electroencephalogram (EEG) and the

activity of the brain from which it is being recorded,

A number of previous investigators have correlated certain characteristics
of the human EEG to the degree of alertness or visual attention exhibited by a
subject (4. 13). The authors have had need, during the course of certain experi-
ments, to evaluate this alertness varameter and have devised the system described
in this report to assist in the analysis of the EEG. This analyzer utilizes a
number of sharply-tuned active bandpass filters to separate the EEG waveform into
its sinusoidal components within a number of frequency bands generally considered
to be physiologically significant in terms of having some correlation to the nre-
viously mentioned index of alertness. Several methods of employing frequency
analysis techniques to the human EEG have been developed, including certain optico-
mechanical systems (6, 7), tuned mechanical resonator systems (2, 12), electrical
bandpass filters (1), a, FM discriminator system (10), and a number of methods
whose complexity necesitkes the use of digital computers (9, 11). The device
described herein is somewhat similar in some respects to the analyzer described
by Bildock and Walter (I) in 1946, however some of the limitations of this earlier
device have been eliminated. The Walter analyzer perform# a frequency analysis

of the EEG during consecutive ten-second time intervals, with integration during
these time seg.-ants producing a vol - e proportional to the average EEG amplitude
with the frequency bands being moni,,red. As with any bandpass filtering s
since amplitude variations are reflected in the analysis, the experimenter cannot
determine by measurement of the output voltage exactly to what extent frequency
and/or amplitude varied during each ten-second interval. ThAt is, a relatively
short burst of high amplitude EEG at a given frequency might result in the same
output as a longer train of either lower amplitude waves of the same frequency or
waves of a different amplitude and slightly different frc~ueicy. With the Walter
analyzer, phase relationships between changes in EEG content cannot be determined;
no information is given as to exactly what moment during each of the ten-second

intervals EEG variations occurred. Physically, the analyzer der-ribed in this
repor has the advantage of being entirely of solid-state design, making it
considerably lighter and more compact than earlier units.

PL3 CRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

This EEG analyzer is relatively simple and inexpensive, portable, and
capable of being operated by a discriminator of an FM telemetry system, thereby
eliminating the need for any restraining wires connecting the subject to the unit.
Of course, if on-line monitoring capabilities are not required, tape-r--o-ded
EEG signals can be analyzed.



The analyzer, shown in Figures I and 2 is best described in three sections
following the block diagram of Figure 3.

The EEG signal being analyzed first enters an automatic signal level con-
trol, see Figure 4. The signal level control consists of a Darlington network,
Ql, Q2 , to provide the analyzer with a high input impedance, thus minimizing
loading effects. The signal then enters the first of two cascaded operational
amplifitrs, A,, A2. In the feedback loop of amplifier A1 is a light-dependent
resistor, so that the gain of A1 is denendent upon the light incident in this
varias'le resistor. The lamp providing the varying intensity light for this photo-
sensitive resistor is driven by a direct-coupled transistor pair, Q3' Q4 ' with

changes in the base voltage of Q3 causing variations in the voltage across the
lamp. The higher the amplitude of the input signal, the brighter the lamp glows,
thus lowering the resistance of *he "Ray Signal" resistor and decreasing the
voltage gain of amplifier A1. The output of A2 , in phase with the input signal,
does not exceed an amplitude of 5 volts peak-to-peak with input signal level
variations irom ten to one thousand millivolts.

The output of A2, which is the EEG modified so that the overall amplitude
)f the %aveform ir a conrtant 5 volts peak-to-peak, is then connected to a number
of paralleled bandpass filters of the type shown in Figure 5 which separate the
modified EEG waveform into its sinusoidal components. These active fi..ters employ
two direct-coupled transistors, Ql, Q2 . Positive feedback from the emitter of Q2
is fed Through an R-C parallel-T phase shifting net 'ork consisting of RI and R2

ganged, and C, and C For the circuit shown in Figure 5, C1 W C2 M C3 w 3/f where

C is expreaw.-d in microfarads and f is the desired center frequency of the filter
In, hertz. Adjustment of R1 , R varies this frequency. In order to minimize
changes in the Q and center frequency of the filters with temperature fluctuations,
C1 , C2 , C3 must be of a low temperature coefficient type such as General Electric
metallized polycarbonate capacitors. Ambient temperatur- should be kept relatively
constant (5 0F.) to ensure stability. Silicon diodes D, and D2 act to effectively
narrow the bandwidth of the bandpass filter. Since there is a constint voltage
drop across each diode of approximately 0.6 volt, no output voltage will be present
until the filter passes at least # 1.2 volt peak-to-peak signal. Diodes D3 , D4
rectify the passed signal, resulting in a D. C. output, the voltage of which is
proportional to the EEG activity within the bandpass of the filter. The 5 kilohm
variable resistor in series with the supply voltage is used to adjust the gain
of the transistor pair. For . 4mum selectivity it should be adju; d for tU.2
maximu possible gain without causing the circuit to break into oscillation, The
50 kilohm input voltage dividing potentioaeter should be used to adjust all filters
of equal D. C. output at their individurl tuned center frequencies for an equal
amplitude sinusoidal input signal.

The time constant of each filter is approximately 5 cycles per hertz for
full output at the tuned cente- frequency. Therefore, the maximum delay occurs
in the one hertz bandpass where that filter will show full output five seconds
after the occurrence of one hertz EEG activ .y. Some phase distortion is therefore
introduced by these filters; e.g., a simultaneous burst of 10 hertz and 20 hertz
EEG activity will be indicated in the corresponding output channels with i delay

cf cycles - 0.5 seconds for the 10 hertz burst and 0.25 seconds for the 20 hertz
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Figure 1. Front panel of EEG frequency -nalyrer showing push-b~itton

Bvitches which allow the experimenter to switch any number of narrow

bancuass filters into one or more of four readout channels.



Yigure 2. Rear viev of analyzer shoving eighteen interchangtable
bandpass filters, each tuned to a different center frequoncy.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of frequency anatyrer. For the analyzer

described herein. N-,18. and the awitches have four poles.
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burst, Hence, although the bursts occurred at orecisely the same time, the outputs
of the analyzer wili indicate a time difference of 0.5 - 0,25 - 0.25 seconds in
their occurrence, This phase !ag will probably be Insignificant for even the
most critical of users, Also, random noise will not significantly affect the out-
puts of the filters since each filter requires five cycles of signa! at its tuned
frequency before v=xinm D. C. output is attained.

The "comb-iiltering" effect produced by the paralleled narrow bandpaas
filters also enhances the noise-cancelling properties of the analyzer (8).

Any number of these individual one hertz filtere can be paralleled to
e mine the EEG spectrum as desired. The analyzer being discussed utilizes

eighteen such filters, each tuned to a different center frequency and wired on

an individual cir',it board so as to allow interchangeability and future additions

ci deletions of specific frequencies (Fig. 2),

These D. C. outputs could be wnitored individually, however this analyzer

uses a series of push-button switches, (Fig. 3) mounted on the front panel of
the unit (Fig. 1) which allow the experimenter to combine any filter or number of
filters into one or more of fcur output channels. The appropriate filters are

generally switched so that the EEG would be filtered into the four frequency bands
accepted as being physiologically and psychologically significant; i.e., the out-
puts of the six bandpass filters in the 10-12 hertz band are paralleled to one of

the four output channels which is classically !abelied the alpha band. Similarly,

other filters are switched so as to analyze EEG activity within bands of 0.5 - 4

hertz, 5 - 7 hertz, and 19 - 30 hertz, correspondingly labelled the delta, theta,
and beta bands (Fig. 6). This sitching arrangement provides flexibility in

selecting the bandwidths of these four bands.

Displaying these D. C. outputs on a chart recorder enables the experiment-er

to read out EEG data at a much slower speed than the 25 mm/sec speed required for

adequate resolution of the unprocessed EEG signal, thereby providing the opportunity
to visually inspect changes in the frequency content of the EEG over relatively

long periods of time. This slower chart speed also enables the experimenter to
compare EEG activity with simultaneously-recorded EKG, re&-iration, GSR, blood

pressure and other data which are inherently more meaningful When displayed at

speeds slower than is necessary for resolution of unprocessed EEG.

For the aforementioned purpose of evaluating alertness, the authors found

it convenient to further analyze these D. C. outputs. A Pace TR-l0 analog computer

has been successfully used to continuously calculate the average value of the
)utput voltage of each of the four output -hannels described above. The computer
performs the operation:

t

Avv
t t
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Figure 6. Bandpaas characteristics of the EEC analywer showing

the four bandpasses utilized .- most experimentation. The input

voltage for this graph is sinusoidal, held at 5 volts peak-to-peak
by the automatic signal level control.
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Where: -':) - the varying 1. C. output of any one channel of the analyzer
Ln-tn - the time interval during wbich the average voltage level iS

being c iputed

Av - th average value of v(t) over this interval

Us of this additional averaging process does not necessarily introduce
the drawbacks associated vith the Walter analyzer (I) previously mentioned; i.e.,

within the epoch of time tn- n. ! information about trains of EEC waves is rc-

tained since this averaging process ia continuous. The phase distortion introduced
by averaging is insignificant compared to that introduced by the bandpasb filters

themselves because of the narrower range of frequencies involved; that is, the

frequency of the oscillations in the D. C. output of the filters does not cover

as wide a range as does the EEG input to the filters, Also, this averaging process
can be performed simultaneously with the direct readout of the filtering analyz

so that phase relationship can be more precisely determined by observing ths
direct readout --hile the average D. C. level of each of the four outpuz voltages

over some period of time is continuously calculated by the analog computer through-

out the interval.

PROCEIURE

The following technique is used by the authors, using the equipment

described above, to evaluate the visual alertness oi a subject over a twenty-
minute period of time.

The subject, whose EEG is generally telemetered to the a'nve analyzing
equipment, iz first instructed to close his eyes and relax as completely as

possible for a sixty-second interval. Inmmediately following this inter-., he
is told to open his eyes and, for another sixty-second interval, to stare as
intently as possible at an oscilloscope on ich is displayed the D. C. output

of the aipha band of filter unit. The greater the effort expended by the subject

in concentrating on his alpha trace, thL greater tlv degree of alpha suppression

and the lower the trace becomes. The technique ,f using an oscilloscope provides
a feedback loop to the subject, permitting him to evaluate his own "visual

conrantration level" and it was 1-und, generally induces a grestei degree! of alpha

suppression than intent concentration on, for exarnle, some static targer.

This entire routine consists of twe ... consecutive sixty-second (t -t .jl 60
seconds) intervals with alternate intervals of the relaxing and staring procedure
described previously. Figures 7 &nd 8 show typical continuous outputs of the

frequency -nalyzer before being fed into the computer for calculation of the
average vqlues. Figure 9 was constructed from the average output level as computed
by the snalog computer at the end of each sixty-second interval only so that in

this griph, information about phase relationships during each interval Is lost,
although the actu-l computer output showed continuous average values.

10
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Figure 7. Chart recording shoving continuous monitoring~ of the four
output channels of the analyzer during part of the eyes open/closed
routine as described in the text, The graph in Figure 9 shows the
result of computation, by an analog computer of the average voltage
of tile four outputs during similar inter'vals in another experiment.
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Figure S. Simi1~r chart r ording made witlh another subject performing
the same eyes open/closed routine. Notice tbe inc.-esed changes ir.
bets activity co"arod with Figure 7.
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Eyes Closedf[Storng

n

Figure 9. Average value of each of tht fout output@ of the EEG
frequency analyzer at the end of twenty 60-second intervals. During
alternate intervals, the subject was instructed to close his eyes.
relaxing as completely as possible; and then to open his eyes, cov-
centrating intently on a bargraph osailloscope on which was displayed
the output of the analyter's c channel. Bandpos.es for this experi-
sent are as shown in Figure 6.
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The meaning of the absolute val- of each bar of the graph of Figure I,

is, at bcst, obscure; this value being -ifluenced to soue extent by cle-trod,

contac . slight offset of the averaging computer bias. and an indeterminate (. -
bination of EEG amplitudes within a certain bandpass. For the stated purpose of

evaluating visual alertness, the authors found it more -onvenient to interpret

this output data if it were first lineirly aorxsalized; that is, in terms of the
graph of Figure 9, the value of the shortest bar in any particular baxidpass i

subtracted from every bar in that graph. This effectively sets equal to zero the

shortest bp- tn that bandpass. The highest bar is then arbitraril set equal to
one hundred and of course all nther bars are then considered to .ave a value

between 0 and 100. Each of the fo,,. histograms, one for each bandpass, is then
redrawn so that this arbitrary 0 to 100 ordinate scale is the same height for

each graph.

Fibire 10 shows the same data of Figure 9 after normaiization as described
above, As can be seen from the graphs in Figure 10, this normalization process
emphasizes changes in average EEG aLcivity from the eye'-closed to the eyes-open
state. These changes between states proved to be the most informative index of

alertness, rather than the absolute value of the average, hence this normalization
is justified. The reader is remin'ed that the 0 to 100 scale is arbitrary ind
represents different amounts of relative activity for each of the four bandpasses.

DISCUSSION

The device described .n this report should not be construed as being

capable of performing a precise frequency analysis of the EEG, but rather as an

instrument which has proven valuable in the evaluation of visual alertnese.
Empirically, it was found that this type of evaluation of the LEG could be per-

formed without the need for the larger, mot. complicated, and more expensive data
processing equipment necessary for a more precise frequency analysis, although
the authors do have such equipment available when particular situation. require
a more precise analysis.

."-ich ot the thrue s-ctios ot this analYzer, the signal level control
the bandpass filters and the switching arrangement, contribute some errors wt ,
cause the nutput oi the analyzer to difter somewt at trom the more precise output
of conventional passive RIX bandpass filters, and the limitations on output
precision thus imposed should be evaluat.-i by prospecttve users of this equipment

before this unit is usec to analyze EEG.

The automaric signal level control, by its very nature, theorettc.illv
introduces harshrnic diJstrtion. The bandpass filters do not actually ana'vze

the EEG but rather the EEG signal as moditied by this level control. This le-
vice was incorporated into the analyzer to limit the dynamic range of thee amplitude
of the signal entering the input of the bandpass filters, thus minimizing the
effects shoi-n in Figures 11 and 12. Also, thti automatic ltvel control minimises
variations in EEC amplitude due to dtffererces in electrode con~act, an effect

14
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which is difficult to avoid when a number of different gubjects are invoived in
a i-articular experiment, if the input si-f A were purely ainus~oidal, thle output
of the nalyner would be as shown ip Figure 6 regardless of input amplitude
variations from 1J, to 1000 wiillivolts peak-to-peak. The EEG waveform, however,
i~s n~ot sinusoidal and hencu can be considered to be the suw of a number of
sinusoids of oiitferent amplitude and frequencies. This iSnot to say that the
EEC actually ot-Igini-es in the brain as the sum of pure sinusoids, but rather
that an equivalent waveform can be synthesized in this manner. The autocratic
signAl level control of this analyzer maintains only the overall amplitudp of
the coopex waveforn st a constant f,_ volts peak-to-peak) amplitude; t'le
amplitudes of iny harmonic sinusoids of amplitude less than that of the overall
waveform cannot '_controlled by this device, Hence variations in harmonic
amlituden are reflected in the output of the correaponding bandpass filters.

The filters, while extremely compact, simple, and inexpensive, have the
ditvsdvantag-, of being non-linear as shown in Figure 12.

The switching arrangement, although adding ease of operation and flexi-
bility to the Analyzer, rtsults in an output as b"ourn in Figures 6 and 11 when a nugher
of1. filter outputs are paralleled as described earlier. This transfer function
is rather unorthodo,- when compared with that of a system utilizing a single,
standard, RIX filtar to filter tne bandposses shown.

All of the "drawbacks"~ of this analyzer mentioned above can be consi~dered
disadvantages only in that they cause this analyzer to differ frc-- standard RLC
filters, and yet this de','ice has proven capable of producing meaningful data.
It is diffiLult to say, when dealing with a waveform sa complex as this irreguler
notentia. of yet unknown criiin, whether ur not one is more Justi ied in using
conventional filtering techniques than in subjecting the EEG to analysis with
the analyzer described in this report. In any case, this analyzer has empirically
proven useful in evalur ing the visuni alertness of human subjects.
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